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The Transport Select Committee’s report on its inquiry into road

safety has criticised the Government over cycling and stressed the

primary importance of robust political leadership. 

Launching the report, Committee Chair Louise Ellman said, "We are very

concerned that 2011 saw the first increase in road fatalities since 2003,

with 1901 people killed on the roads. It is

shocking that road accidents are the main cause

of death amongst young adults aged 16-24 and

that so many cyclists continue to be killed or

injured. […]. If the government is not willing to set

targets, it should show more leadership. Action is

required to improve road safety for young drivers,

including an independent review of driver training.

We welcome the attention cycling has received

but there is much more to do."

CTC welcomes the Committee’s call for the

Government to show stronger leadership on

cycling, after figures showed that the risk has

been rising. In one year alone, there has been a

16% increase in serious injuries to cyclists - a

far higher increase than the 2% increase in cycle

use. Casualties also rose amongst other road

user groups, with a 6% increase in car occupant

serious injuries and a 12% increase in

pedestrian fatalities. CTC has attributed the deterioration in road safety

for all transport modes to a decline in road traffic policing and the

consequence of the Government’s rhetoric of ‘ending the war on the

motorist.’ More recent figures show that the bad news continued into

the early months of 2012. Continued on P2. 
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CTC thinks that with strong local and national leadership, idyllic conditions for cycling are entirely possible. In

fact, there are already some excellent examples of the necessary elements all over the country - see centre

pages for more on CTC’s vision of Cycletopia!



From the Editor...
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I know at least one person who's never taken much interest in cycling, but watched the Olympic road races and went

straight out to buy a bicycle. His welcome in the bike shop was warm - and he's now hoping for a similarly cordial

reception from the Government. He's keen on this both as a novice negotiating his tentative way to visit his parents for

the first time ever by bike, not car; and, of course, he’ll appreciate the support when he's sufficiently up to speed to train

for the Tour de France next year...well, ambition is good thing. And so is more people cycling, matched by better

conditions. That would be the perfect Olympic legacy - so, prepare for Cycletopia (centre pages)!

Cherry Allan - cherry.allan@ctc.org.uk

Stronger lead
(continued from front page)

CTC’s Campaigns Director Roger Geffen

said: “With cycle casualties now increasing

faster than cycle use and with worsening

safety for other road users too, it is clear that

the Government needs to show far stronger

leadership on reducing danger on our roads.

It is all very well asking local authorities to

consider more 20 mph limits, and providing

the occasional spurt of funding for a few

cycle-friendly junction improvements - but

what is really needed is a concerted, properly

funded action plan to get councils, police

forces and the freight industry pulling together

to reduce traffic speeds, ensure cycle-friendly

design for all roads and junctions and reduce

the threats from lorries.”

CTC’s President Jon Snow, Vice-president

Josie Drew and Campaigns Director Roger

Geffen, gave evidence at the Committee’s

Inquiry, alongside James Harding, editor of The

Times, whose national Cities Fit for Cycling

campaign inspired much political activity earlier

in the year (see Digest 70).  

www.parliament.uk/business/committees/co

mmittees-a-z/commons-select/transport-com

mittee/news/road-safety-report/ 

The Government is currently consulting on revisions to its guidance to

local authorities on setting local speed limits. If adopted, the draft

would shift the Government's position very slightly in the right direction

- it now invites local authorities to consider 20 mph as potentially

suitable for busier shopping streets, as well as residential streets.

CTC's aim is for 20 mph to become the ‘default’ speed limit for streets in built-up areas, with

highway authorities having the discretion to apply higher (or indeed lower) speed limits on streets

where they feel these are more appropriate. This would still allow for 30 mph (or higher) limits to

apply on faster and busier main roads where their function has more to do with traffic movement

than residential, shopping or other non-motorised activity. However, in terms of the total length of

the urban road network, these streets are in the minority, and they are places where signing is

least visually intrusive. So it would make sense to reverse the current situation by making 20 mph

the norm, and higher limits (with signing) the exception. This would be no more of an

infringement of the Government's 'localism' principles than the current imposition of 30 mph as

the default. A growing number of urban authorities are now choosing 20 mph as the norm for

most of their streets (see http://tinyurl.com/8z8h5bm), yet a change in the rules would make this

easier to do in practice.

Even if the Government doesn't yet feel ready to go for a 20 mph default, the guidance could at

least encourage (rather than merely invite) councils to introduce 20 mph as the norm for most

built-up streets, indicating that the Government itself wishes this to become the case over time.

We would also like to see councils encouraged to consider 40 mph zones for networks of minor

rural lanes, with lower limits for designated quiet lanes or in villages.

CTC is encouraging its supporters to respond in similar terms. Deadline 5/10/12.

www.dft.gov.uk/consultations/dft-2012-32

Weak tweaks? Government consults
on setting local speed limits 

Cycle campaigners meet Northern Ireland’s decision-makers
CTC Campaigns Director Roger Geffen and lead volunteer campaigner for Northern Ireland Tom McClelland

were joined recently by cycle campaigners from Denmark and the Irish Republic for a very full day of

meetings with Northern Ireland ministers, Members of the Legislative Assembly, traffic planners and the

public in Belfast. To find out what happened, read Roger Geffen’s blog: www.ctc.org.uk > blogs > 22/6/2012 

Government consults
on motoring offence
penalties
Two of the Government’s proposed changes

to the treatment of penalties for motoring

offences have been largely welcomed by

CTC: a fixed penalty notice (FPN) for careless

driving; and an associated 50% increase in all

motoring fixed penalties to £90 (although

CTC thinks that linking fines to income would

have more impact). 

While the new FPN would give police officers

an immediate response when they have

evidence of bad driving, CTC wants to see acts

of dangerous driving or cases where someone

has been injured still dealt with properly by the

courts, rather than relegated to a mere fine or a

'better driving course'. 

Furthermore, now that police forces have

been cutting staff numbers drastically, there

will be fewer officers out on the street

catching bad drivers in the act and issuing

fines in the first place.

www.dft.gov.uk/consultations/dft-2012-25/

Comparing local cycle use gets easier
Newly published figures are going to make it much easier to measure exactly where cycle use is

increasing in English local authority areas. So far, the only means of comparing local levels was the

Census, which provides data on cycle commuting just once every 10 years. 

Overall, 15% of adults cycled at least once a month. Rates were highest in the South East (18%) and

lowest in the West Midlands (12%). Locally though, the figures for the proportion of people who cycle

for at least 30 minutes at least once a month show huge variations. Cambridge was top (35%),

followed by Gosport (24%), Richmond-upon-Thames (22%) and Rutland (22%). South Cambridgeshire,

Lancaster, Bristol and Hart all reached 20%. 

In terms of purely utility cycling (i.e. day-to-day work, shopping and other non-recreational journeys),

London came highest, with 5% of residents cycling at least once a month for these purposes,

compared with a national average of 3%. 

The figures, collected by Sport England in response to CTC's campaigning, are available at

www.dft.gov.uk/statistics/releases/local-area-walking-and-cycling-in-england-2010-11 

For more detailed analysis, see www.ctc.org.uk > press 30/8/2012

20’s Plenty signs up 150th group
A group of campaigners from the London Borough of Brent has become 20’s Plenty for Us

150th local campaign, adding to the growing numbers of communities calling for 20 mph

speed limits in their areas.  www.20splentyforuk.org.uk 



Cyclist and Olympic

medallist in the 1948

London Games,

Tommy Godwin aged

92, launched

Samsung Bike Week

at the annual All Party

Parliamentary Cycling

Group bike ride,

outside the London

Transport Museum

Covent Garden in

June. Bike Week this

year attracted almost

half a million

participants. 

News in brief
Imprisonment for killer lorry driver
Joao Lopes, the lorry driver who killed cyclist

Eilidh Cairns in London in 2009, has been

sentenced to 4 years’ imprisonment and a six

year driving ban following pleading guilty to

causing death by dangerous driving after running

over Nora Gutmann, a pedestrian, two years

later. The families of both victims have called for

the driver’s licence to be removed permanently.

www.ctc.org.uk > news > 1/8/2012

Views from the lorry cab
The trade association, MPA (Mineral Products

Association), in conjunction with Breedon

Aggregates, spent a day in July inviting cyclists

to experience a driver’s perspective by sitting in

a lorry cab. The event was part of the MPA’s

campaign to prevent collisions between cyclists

and lorry drivers by raising awareness on both

sides.

Wiggins on helmets
News that a cyclist was tragically killed by a

bus outside the Olympic Park on August 1st

received national media attention after Gold

medal winner Bradley Wiggins’s instant

response suggested that he thought cycle

helmets should be made compulsory in law. He

later said that this was not what he was calling

for, but in the meantime CTC spokespeople

were stressing in dozens of interviews that

cycling safety is actually about reducing traffic

volumes and speed, dealing with bad driving,

better road design and tackling the hazards

than heavy vehicles pose to cyclists. 

Spanish campaigners protest
against helmet law extension  
The Spanish Government has announced its

intention to force cyclists in towns and cities to

use helmets – they are already mandatory, with

some exceptions, in rural areas. Cycle

campaigners ConBici are calling on all riders to

sign a petition against the move, which will affect

cycle tourists too. 

www.conbici.org/ 

Velo-city signs up to 
children’s right to cycle  
Across the globe, the number of children who

walk or cycle to school has dropped from 82%

to 14% within the last 30 years, so the European

Cyclists’ Federation’s (ECF) annual Velo-city

conference closed in June with an invitation to

delegates to sign a charter calling on the United

Nations to recognise “the right to cycle” for all

children.

www.ecf.com/children-have-the-right-to-cycle/ 

For more on the four days of Velo-City, which

took place in Vancouver this year, 

see Debra Rolfe’s blog at:

www.ctc.org.uk > news > 6/7/2012 
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Funding for junctions
This year’s Budget saw the Chancellor allocate £15m to fix junctions in London and now

junctions in England outside the capital with a poor safety record for cyclists will benefit

from another £15m. Three quarters of cyclists’ injuries happen at or near a junction, so

this is welcome news and a testament to The Times's Cities Fit for Cycling campaign

which called for action in its eight-point manifesto launched in February.   

CTC has made the point, however, that junctions with high numbers of cyclist injuries or

fatalities may not be the ones that are the worst for cycling - they may simply be where

there are more cyclists. Given also that the fund is actually pretty small compared with

the scale of the problem, CTC would rather see it spent on a few potentially

groundbreaking schemes, e.g. involving advance traffic signals for cyclists - so that

lessons can be learnt and successes replicated more widely.

London’s road safety strategy mustn’t go 
back in time, say campaigners
CTC and other campaigners were dismayed to see the Mayor of London’s draft road

safety strategy regress to the 1960s by implying that a road collision is largely the

victim’s responsibility. Other cities are likely to follow London’s lead, so it is important to

make sure that its strategy to 2020 shifts from tackling the symptoms of road danger to

the underlying causes.

The need to restrain motor traffic and improve the design of facilities such as the Cycle

Superhighways, for instance, was something that CTC and others stressed at the

London Assembly’s investigation into cycling in July. 

• CTC’s list of key points that London’s Strategy needs to take on board:

www.ctc.org.uk > blogs > 25/7/2012

• Consultation: https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/roads/road-safety-plan

(deadline 28/9/2012). 

• London Assembly investigation: www.london.gov.uk/who-runs-london/

the-london-assembly/assembly_investigation/cycling-london 

Help put cycling on the map…
A cycle journey planner, created by CycleStreets, is now incorporated into CTC's

website. CycleStreets, a project started by two members of Cambridge Cycling

Campaign 5 years ago, uses information on cycle routes submitted by users to an open

source mapping project, OpenStreetMap. The planner then works out the optimal cycle

routes for the fastest route (which may use busier roads), the quietest route, or a mixture

in between, taking into account hills and off-road sections.

Send in your feedback! Since the project relies on information from people on the

ground, the designers want your feedback on when and where the system is working.

You can either provide this through the feedback link on the CycleStreets.net website,

or, for the technically minded, through updating the geographic source data at

www.OpenStreetMap.org

OpenStreetMap is a fantastic project for cyclists to get involved in. There's a helpful

guide at http://www.cyclestreets.net/getmapping/guide/ and CycleStreets would be

happy to put you in touch with other people in your area.

The DfT has also released some useful cycle route data (including lane widths, surface

types, etc.), which CycleStreets would like help with to merge into OpenStreetMap. For

more, see: http://cycle.st/b2531

In addition to the planner, CycleStreets includes a photomap of the good and the bad of

cycle infrastructure, road design or other cycling-related matters - so please do submit

your images too. 

CycleDigest 2012
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Welcome to Cycletopia!
Want to live somewhere that’s perfect for cycling? Then visit CTC’s Cycletopia for the very best
examples of promoting, protecting and inspiring cyclists all in one place! It may be fictitious
but it’s drawn from real UK examples, showing that it can be done.

What’s special about Cycletopia?

Fewer cars… the first Cycletopian step is to reduce motor traffic,

especially in town centres. Quieter, cleaner streets mean more visitors

and a more vibrant economy. As Cambridge has found, cycling fits in

perfectly well with the creation of pedestrian-friendly town centres.

Road closures that let cyclists through also help create a

time-advantage over driving as well as a safer and more pleasant

journey.

…and fewer lorries: lorries are a serious threat and deterrent. Cycle

training for drivers is now gaining ground, as well as fitting cameras,

sensors and mirrors. But removing lorries from busy streets at peak

times is best and would help boost the number of companies now

springing up to deliver goods by cycle, e.g. Outspoken Deliveries in

Cambridge.

Lower speed limits: 20 mph is a speed at which most people feel safe

to mix with motor traffic when cycling. 30 km/h (18.5 mph) is

widespread in the Netherlands and in the UK Lancashire is powering

ahead with 20 mph.

Dedicated cycle provision on main roads and at junctions: nearly

every cycling trip in town involves using busy main roads and junctions

at some point. In these places, traffic or speed reduction are less likely

to be politically realistic options. High quality cycle facilities, such as

wide cycle paths with priority over side roads and separate traffic lights

on major junctions are often the answer here. Brighton’s new ‘hybrid’

cycle lanes along one of its main roads give cyclists priority over traffic

turning out of side roads; and at main junctions cyclists are given a few

seconds’ headstart with a separate signal.

Junction improvements are, if anything, even more important because

three quarters of cyclists’ injuries happen at or near junctions.

Off-road-routes: well designed, signed and maintained cycle routes

through green, motor-traffic free areas provide the most pleasant

cycling experiences for most people. York’s Millennium Bridge links two

residential areas across the River Ouse, away from heavy traffic.

Encouraging a cycling culture: creating a cycling culture is as

fundamental as cycle-friendly infrastructure. ‘Smarter choices’ promote

cycling in schools and workplaces, for women, health patients and

disadvantaged groups and communities, not just through information

and publicity but by offering targeted opportunities for people to ‘give

cycling a try’. CTC’s Cycle Champions and Bike Club projects and

Sustrans’s BikeIt programme are good examples.

Cycling to work: cycle-friendly employers can make a big difference -

good storage, tax incentives and supportive management all help to

make cycling the first choice for commuting or business trips. CTC’s

Workplace Challenge pits businesses against one another to see who

can get the most people cycling.

Cycle training: schools that offer good quality (on-road) cycle training,

storage and promote cycling can achieve spectacular results. Almost

60% of pupils cycle to Cherwell School in Oxford – way above the

national average. It runs cycle maintenance workshops, an active

cycling club and even campaigns to improve road conditions. Recent

research suggests that adults are more likely to take up cycling again if

they had cycle training as a child.

Cycle hire: public bike share schemes such as London’s Barclays

Cycle Hire have become a very popular. Since the scheme started in

2010, 14 million trips have been made – and counting. Other cities are

following suit.

Bikes at the station… in many smaller places, cycle hire facilities

based at the railway station are more likely to serve the needs of

visitors. Networks of hire points are planned for stations in East Anglia

and in the North West, while Brompton Docks – which dispense folding

bikes from automated lockers – are also proliferating. Leeds Cycle Point

was the first of its kind when it opened a couple of years ago. It

provides secure cycle parking with hire and repair facilities, and is as

close as possible to the station.

…and on the train: many people still need to take cycles with them on

trains, of course. We’d like to see the rail companies simplifying the

process for making cycle reservations for longer distance trains and

designing their carriages with plenty of flexible space that can be used
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for cycles, as well as some dedicated provision. Merseyrail, the

Dutch-operated train company based in and around Liverpool, permits

cycles at any time and even promotes cycle routes starting and

finishing from their stations.

Cycle shops: a good, friendly local bike shop that provides a range of

cycles for different types of cyclist is invaluable. Social enterprises that

run recycling schemes, cycle training programmes and other

promotional events are another crucial part of building a cycling culture.

Edinburgh Bike Station started over 10 years ago as a voluntary

recycling scheme, but now employs over a dozen people and provides

skills and support for many more.

Leadership: finally, bringing all this together requires leadership. Key

individuals can rally decision-makers, force through changes and find

the funding for them.

Time and time again, those with the power to make decisions have said

that cycling levels in Denmark and Holland cannot be replicated over

here. However, Cycletopia shows that many of the steps required have

already been taken around the UK. That is why CTC is campaigning on

both a local and national level to help your local authority learn from

what others are doing.

Cycletopia will be ready for online visitors at the end of September,

together with ideas on how to create it where you live - www.ctc.org.uk
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Outlook on towpaths
brightens for cycling
By Colin Palmer, CTC’s off-road adviser

The outlook for responsible cycling on the 2000 mile towpath network in

England and Wales appears to have improved considerably since June,

when the Canal and River Trust assumed responsibility from British

Waterways for the management of canals with “hundreds of miles of

canal towpaths, lakeside tracks and riverside walkways available for

leisurely cycling”.  

The Canal and River Trust’s revised web pages highlight the importance

of the network for cycling by stating that some 21 million visits per year

are made to these “green corridors through our cities, linking towns and

villages together, by a range of cyclists from boaters running errands on

their bike to experienced cyclists on week-long tours and families taking

an afternoon ride together”.

The good news is that cycle permits are no longer required, and cycling

is allowed throughout the network except those sections regarded as too

hazardous and which display ‘no cycling’ signs. This should mean that

cyclists are no longer restricted to just 1000 miles of the 2000 mile

network, and can now enjoy the majority of the facility. Indeed, this

refreshing change is demonstrated by the appearance of ‘pedestrian

priority’ signs at some of the busier locations.

However, with greater freedom to use the towpaths comes the

responsibility to share the space with courtesy towards other users such

as walkers, joggers and anglers – and the following guidelines are

provided on the website: 

Considerate cycling
Remember that the standard speed on the waterways, for boaters and

walkers, is just 4mph. Anglers also use our towpaths and sometimes

have expensive, fragile equipment.

Follow these hints and tips for a trouble-free cycle ride.

• Avoid cycling where your tyres would damage the path or verges (e.g.

when they are wet or soft).

• Give way to others on the towpath and warn them of your approach. A

polite 'hello' and 'thank you' mean a lot.

• Watch out for anglers' tackle and give them time to move it before you

try to pass.

• Never race one another or perform speed trials. If you need to get

somewhere quickly, use a road.

• We recommend you obtain third party liability insurance and equip

your bike with a bell or equivalent.

Staying safe
You should always take care when cycling by the water, particularly near

locks and other areas of deep water.

• Access paths can be steep and slippery. Join or leave the towpath

with care.

• You must get off and

push your cycle

beneath low or blind

bridges, and where

the path is very

narrow.

• We recommend that

you do not cycle

towpaths after dark,

but if you do, please

use front and rear

lights. Look out for

mooring ropes and

pegs where boats are

tied up.

• Thorny hedge

trimmings can cause

a puncture at some

times of year,

particularly spring. When cycling in rural areas, always take a spare

inner tube or puncture repair kit, and consider plastic-reinforced tyres.

All this looks very sensible advice, and a further code specifically

targeting London’s canals is also featured on the website. 

The cycle route search facility, however is getting better and the

associated maps do appear rapidly, and the key includes the option to

include cycle hire and cycle routes.

So far though, the process for identifying those paths where cycling is

not recommended is far from complete. CTC will therefore be assisting

the Canal and River Trust to develop this facility, with the help of our

local voluntary campaigners. It is hoped that the resulting routes will

differentiate between those routes suitable for touring bikes /

commuting, and those better suited to all terrain bicycles. If you are

interested in taking part in this exercise, please contact:

colin.palmer@ctc.org.uk 

Canals in Scotland
The Land Reform Act in Scotland (2003) already allows people to access

rivers, lochs and reservoirs on cycles, provided they respect the Outdoor

Access Code. Canals there are now the responsibility of Scottish Canals,

a self-standing public corporation with a board wholly appointed by

Scottish Ministers.  

• http://canalrivertrust.org.uk/see-and-do/cycling

• www.scottishcanals.co.uk/things-to-do/cycling

• CTC’s policy on towpath cycling: www.ctc.org.uk/campaigns > views

CycleDigest 2012
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Forestry Panel says keep forests public, but sells cycling short
While it’s good to see the Independent Forestry Panel’s final report recommending further investment in English forests and their retention as public

assets, the needs of walkers are given far greater priority than those of cyclists.  Disappointingly, the Panel accepts that walking enjoys protection by

statute, but advises against extending similar protection for cycling, endorsing and encouraging instead a “permissive approach” to “other

recreations.”  Report: www.defra.gov.uk/forestrypanel/ 

CTC comment at: www.ctc.org.uk > news > 6/7/2012 

NCN takes cars off the road
2011 saw the biggest ever increase in cycling on the UK’s National Cycle Network (NCN), with 40 million more journeys made by cycle than in 2010,

according to Sustrans’s Cycling Revolution report. It also says that a third of cyclists now using the NCN could have driven but chose not to,

relieving the roads of 52 million car journeys. www.sustrans.org.uk 
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Cycle delivery companies
form lobby group
Over 30 cycle delivery companies from across Europe gathered in

Cambridge in July to form the European Cycle Logistics Federation. Rob

King, founder of the cycle delivery company Outspoken Delivery which

hosted the event said, "As a group we will be able to influence and convince

stakeholders that freight bikes are a feasible option for delivering cargo in

congested inner city areas. More cargo bikes delivering goods means fewer

trucks in city centres and safer, liveable streets for people." 

The group’s formation was inspired by the EU-funded Cycle Logistics

Project, which aims to reduce energy used in urban freight transport by

replacing unnecessary motorised vehicles with cargo bikes for intra-urban

delivery and goods transport in Europe. CTC is a project partner.

http://cyclelogistics.eu/ 

Cycles on trains –
franchising and other news
Rail franchises are currently being planned for the next 10-15 years

for the East Coast; South Eastern; and Thameslink, Southern and

Great Northern combined. Each of these franchises is at different

stages of tendering. The Government has relinquished responsibility

for setting detailed operational requirements, such as cycle carriage,

with none of the draft specifications even mentioning it. Whether

cycles are carried or not greatly depends on the space made available

to them in rolling stock – CTC will therefore seek to influence the

design of refurbished or new rolling stock to ensure that the space

available to accommodate cycles is large enough and well designed. 

High speed trains

The replacement for the high speed train fleet has been finally

commissioned by the Department for Transport, and will come into

service on the Great Western and East Coast routes in 5-6 years’

time. The design of these new trains – currently named Intercity

Expresses – is under way at the moment, but initial plans indicate

space for 8 bikes. 

Reservations

CTC believes improvement must also be made to the system of

making reservations on longer distance trains, currently antediluvian,

with reservations only accepted online by a few operators, and often

ignored by train staff. CTC will be responding to these consultations,

and engaging with the subsequent franchisees, to ensure that cycle

carriage is as good as it can, and should, be. 

German trains

Internationally, there are signs of improvement as well: currently the

German Inter-City Express trains do not carry bikes, but the new

generation of replacement high speed trains are being fitted with

spaces, rectifying a major gap in otherwise excellent provision on the

German rail network. With the German rail operator Deustche Bahn

also readying to compete with Eurostar for rail connections from

Britain to mainland Europe, this bodes well for improving the

capacity for long distance cycle carriage.

National Cycle-Rail Awards –
open for nominations
It’s time to nominate a scheme, project or individual for The Association of

Train Operating Company’s (ATOC) National Cycle Rail Awards. Now in their

eighth year, the Awards recognise progress made by the rail industry and

associated organisations towards encouraging integrated cycle-rail travel.

http://cycle-rail.co.uk/ (deadline 30/9/2012)

ATOC publishes 
Cycle-rail Toolkit
The Association of Train Operating Companies (ATOC) has just

published a Cycle-rail Toolkit, with DfT support. It offers good advice on

‘off-train’ issues - cycle access to and within stations, and on cycle

parking / hire / storage. There are also plenty of useful practical details

on how to get these things right, e.g. on the design and installation of

cycle parking (including double-deck parking) and of wheeling ramps.

While rather woollier on cycle space on trains, its tone on the issue is

reasonably positive – unlike the original draft, it does at least urge rail

operators to “give thought to how cycle carriage can be

accommodated … when rolling stock is being replaced or refurbished”.

This is backed up with a picture of a bike on a Scotrail train, and

another showing a Danish train with a huge cycle logo on the outside.

In this respect, it is a vast improvement on the draft, where the

provision of cycle space on new/refurbished rolling stock wasn’t

mentioned at all.

The final version has also been

improved in terms of its advice on

stakeholder engagement and

monitoring what works – again

these topics were poorly covered in

the first draft.

The one thing still missing from the

final is reservation systems. We are

told that sorting this out will be a

programmers’ nightmare. However,

East Coast Trains’ website allows

people to make cycle reservations

for other operators’ trains as well

as their own - so it’s clearly not

impossible.

www.dft.gov.uk/news/

press-releases/

dft-press-20120822a/

Photo: Mikael Colville-Andersen     www.copenhagenize.com 

Barclays Cycle Hire scheme
not just about utility travel
The Barclays Cycle Hire ‘Boris Bike’ scheme in London is continuing

to branch out into leisure with the introduction of four new routes

taking in famous parks, shops, markets and architecture. The routes,

created by cycling blogger Andreas Kambanis of London Cyclist

www.londoncyclist.co.uk, are online at

www.tfl.gov.uk/bchleisureroutes. 
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City Cycling 
Edited by John Pucher and Ralph Buehler (MIT Press) 

This book is a must for anyone who’s looking for

academic research, scientific backing, and factual

ammunition to help fight the cycle promotion fight. It

emphasises the need to provide for all types of cycle

journey and every kind of cyclist - not just the fit and

battle-hardened!

The book has its own website making it easy to

navigate the contents and find out more about it:

http://citycyclingbook.wordpress.com/

The European Cyclists’ Federation (ECF) has been running a series of

articles inspired by the chapters in the book, including:

www.ecf.com/news/cyclingandwomen/

Around £20, and available from Amazon.co.uk (due out 19/10/2012)

Collection of Cycle Concepts 2012
Cycling Embassy of Denmark
The first edition of this book, published in 2000, enjoyed a wide circulation
beyond its home country of Denmark and inspired and motivated many
people round the world. The 2nd edition is updated with the latest
knowledge and looks at new challenges. 

Download from:
www.cycling-embassy.dk/2012/05/10/cycle-concepts2012/# 

Best European practices in 
promoting cycling and walking 
Transport Research Centre Verne
Illustrated with hundreds of colour images, this book gathers the latest
knowledge on promoting cycling and walking from all over Europe.

Available as a hardbound book (72 euros  + P&P) or eBook
http://besteuropeanpractices.juvenesprint.fi/en/553/t_2247 

Get Britain Cycling – Yearbook & Directory 
Edited by Mark Moran (Landor)
Guide for people involved in the planning, design and management of
cycle infrastructure, also looking at the latest trends in educating both
cyclists and highways engineers. Includes sections on cycle hire in the UK
and overseas, cycle-rail, cycle parking and electric bikes. View online:
www.transportxtra.com/getbritaincycling/ 

The role of social networking sites 
in changing travel behaviours 
A Binsted and R Hutchins (TRL) 
Overview of research into the potential for social networking sites to
encourage changes in travel behaviours, with recommendations on design.
Hard copy £35; PDF free www.trl.co.uk (online store)

Cycling cultures in a mass motorised society: 
a multi-method case study of four English urban areas
Economic and Social Research Council
Report on a project that looked at attitudes to cycling in Hull, Cambridge,
Bristol and Hackney. The study found that in both Hull and Cambridge,
cycling is seen more as “an everyday activity”, whilst in both Bristol and
Hackney “it has more the character of a subculture with its own fashions
and events”. Author of the study Dr Rachel Aldred said: "If cycling were
better resourced in the UK, local support networks might be able to grow
and reach a tipping point where cycling cultures can extend beyond
specific localities.” www.esrc.ac.uk/my-esrc/grants/RES-061-25-0390/read

Healthy transport = Healthy lives
British Medical Association
Report setting out the public health costs of roads-dominated transport
policies in terms of physical inactivity, road injuries, air pollution, noise and
climate change. It says, “Much of UK policy to date can in part be attributed
to the governmental focus on expanding the automotive industry, rather than
prioritising the health of the nation.”  

The chapter on active travel is most directly relevant for cycle advocates. It
calls for many of the same measures that CTC also advocates: traffic
restraint, ambitious targets for increased walking and cycling, 20 mph
speed limits, quality walking and cycling provision, and so on. It also urges
the health sector to play its own part, by: ensuring that healthcare services
are easily accessible by walking and cycling; working with local councils to
‘health-check’ their transport and planning policies; and promoting active
travel for their staff, patients and local communities alike.

Includes a useful appendix summarising the findings of various NICE
(National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence) guidelines that
support the promotion of cycling.

See Roger Geffen’s blog for more detailed review: 
www.ctc.org.uk > blogs 

Report: http://bma.org.uk/transport 

RAC Report on Motoring 2012
Shows that 83% of drivers admit to breaking speed limits regularly, with
46% saying they exceed 30 mph limits, 61% going over the limit on
motorways, and 38% saying they break motorway limits regularly. Yet
92% of drivers believe they are law-abiding…
http://media.rac.co.uk/RAC-ROM-2012.pdf

The War on Motoring: Myth or Reality?  Lisa Hopkinson (IPPR) 
Are motorists 'beleaguered'? According to this carefully researched report,
they're not. It recommends that the Government should make every effort
to avoid further delays in fuel duty increases; and make a clear statement
of the importance of encouraging modal shifts away from driving and
towards more sustainable forms of transport, such as walking, cycling and
public transport. Well worth a read. 

www.ippr.org/publication/55/9542/the-war-on-motorists-myth-or-reality
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Lancet takes on physical inactivity
The health journal, The Lancet, recently highlighted the mounting

worldwide crisis of physical inactivity with a series of articles

covering a range of related topics, from recommended levels of

activity to the benefits of media-based and other awareness

campaigns. For a more detailed CTC review, see Roger Geffen’s

blog at: www.ctc.org.uk > blogs

www.thelancet.com/ (Issue 21/7/2012) 

Any ideas for making it harder to steal bikes? 
If so, enter Nesta’s Hands Off My Bike Challenge. The prize is £50,000!

www.nesta.org.uk/news_and_features/assets/features/hands_off_my_bike#1 

Nesta, an independent charity, has also teamed up with CTC and Challenge

for Change to launch a workplace Cycle Challenge Prize of £25,000 for

organisations who can find new ways of increasing the number of people

riding to work. www.nesta.org.uk/news_and_features/assets/features/

workplace_cycle_challenge_prize

NEw PuBLICATIONS 

More and Safer Cycling: National Context and Local Action CTC/Cyclenation/Bristol Cycling Campaign - 13th October 2012, Bristol

A practical conference, featuring a look at Cyclescape, an online toolkit for cycle campaigners. 

£22 online / £23 by post         www.cyclenation.org.uk/conference/booking.php 

DIARY DATE


